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Abstract

Purpose Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the best

diagnostic imaging method for low back pain. However,

the technique is currently not utilized in its full capacity,

often failing to depict painful intervertebral discs (IVDs),

potentially due to the rough degeneration classification

system used clinically today. MR image histograms, which

reflect the IVD heterogeneity, may offer sensitive imaging

biomarkers for IVD degeneration classification. This study

investigates the feasibility of using histogram analysis as

means of objective and continuous grading of IVD

degeneration.

Methods Forty-nine IVDs in ten low back pain patients

(six males, 25–69 years) were examined with MRI (T2-

weighted images and T2-maps). Each IVD was semi-au-

tomatically segmented on three mid-sagittal slices. His-

togram features of the IVD were extracted from the defined

regions of interest and correlated to Pfirrmann grade.

Results Both T2-weighted images and T2-maps displayed

similar histogram features. Histograms of well-hydrated

IVDs displayed two separate peaks, representing annulus

fibrosus and nucleus pulposus. Degenerated IVDs dis-

played decreased peak separation, where the separation

was shown to correlate strongly with Pfirrmann grade

(P\ 0.05). In addition, some degenerated IVDs within the

same Pfirrmann grade displayed diametrically different

histogram appearances.

Conclusions Histogram features correlated well with IVD

degeneration, suggesting that IVD histogram analysis is a

suitable tool for objective and continuous IVD degenera-

tion classification. As histogram analysis revealed IVD

heterogeneity, it may be a clinical tool for characterization

of regional IVD degeneration effects. To elucidate the

usefulness of histogram analysis in patient management,

IVD histogram features between asymptomatic and

symptomatic individuals needs to be compared.

Keywords Histogram analysis � IVD classification � MRI �
Heterogeneity � Diagnosis

Introduction

The most frequent source of chronic disability for both

genders in working years is low back pain (LBP) [1, 2]

resulting in major consequences for both the individual as

well as for the society. The associated direct and indirect

annual total costs for back pain are estimated to 1–2% of

GDP [3, 4]. Degeneration of intervertebral discs (IVDs) is

strongly associated with LBP and suggested to be the most

common cause of LBP [5–7].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is sensitive to

changes in cartilage structure and considered to be the best

imaging method to evaluate IVD degeneration [8]. How-

ever, as conventional IVD degeneration measurements are

qualitative and based on visual interpretation of MR ima-

ges [9], the technique is currently not utilized in its full

capacity. Qualitative grading of IVD degeneration is
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confined by subjective interpretation and limit degenera-

tion classification to non-continuous grades. MRI sequen-

ces, enabling direct quantification of T1q and T2 relaxation

time, have been developed and have showed promise for

tissue characterization of the IVD [10–12].

As MR images display regional variations in signal

intensity, i.e., pixel values, across the IVD tissue, the

technique allows for quantification of the IVD hetero-

geneity. The signal variation in the MR images examined

with histogram analysis may produce histogram features

reflecting (1) the regional composition of the IVD tissue

and (2) the grade of IVD degeneration [13], none of which

is always visually apparent in MR images. If such his-

togram features would vary between LBP patients and

individuals without pain, IVD histogram analysis may also

be an important tool to identify painful IVDs.

The aim of this study was to examine the feasibility of

histogram analysis to decode IVD heterogeneity with

purpose not only to obtain a tool for objective and con-

tinuous grading of IVD degeneration but also to generate

an indirect detailed map of how the regional IVD structures

are affected by degeneration.

Materials and methods

Patients/intervertebral discs

To obtain a tool for objective and continuous grading of

IVD degeneration, ten patients with chronic LBP (mini-

mum 6 months) with different grade of IVD degeneration

(total of 49 IVDs, 6 males, 25–69 years, mean 41 years,

median 36 years) were examined on a Siemens Magnetom

Aera 1.5 T MRI scanner (Erlangen, Germany). All patients

had ‘‘non-specific’’ LBP, i.e., patients with apparent LBP

causes, other than degenerated disc disease, were excluded.

One IVD was excluded from the analysis due to the IVD

being rudimentary. See Table 1 for the distribution of IVD

degeneration among the IVDs. All discs were visually

evaluated regarding degeneration grade, using Pfirrmann

classification, by an experienced radiologist [9].

Magnetic resonance imaging protocol

For morphological IVD imaging, high quality standardized

sagittal T1-weighted (T1W) MRI was performed

[320 9 320 matrix, slice thickness 3.5 mm, field of view

(FOV) 300 9 300 mm2, number of excitations (NEX): 2].

Two MRI sequences, both sensitive to the water and pro-

teoglycan content in the IVD tissue and the orientation and

concentration of collagen fibers [14, 15], were also used

reflecting the functional information of the IVD tissue.

Namely, T2W-imaging which generate qualitative data

(384 9 384 matrix, slice thickness 3.5 mm, FOV

300 9 300 mm2, NEX: 1) and T2-mapping generating

quantitative data (256 9 256 matrix, slice thickness

3.5 mm, FOV 220 9 220 mm2, NEX: 1).

Post processing

Post processing of the image data was performed using

MATLAB software R2016a (Mathworks�, Natick, Mas-

sachusetts, USA). Each IVD was outlined on three con-

secutive mid-sagittal morphological T1W-images using

semi-automated segmentation based on a combination of a

region growing algorithm and manual adjustment (Fig. 1).

The segmented ‘‘regions of interest’’ (ROIs) were then

transferred and rescaled to match the corresponding T2W-

image and T2-map, generating grey scale distributions

consisting of two major sections; high and low signal

values. The separation between the sections was deter-

mined from the peak separation of a two component

Gaussian probability distribution model estimating the grey

scale distribution. The reproducibility error of the peak

separation was estimated by repeating the modelling 1000

times per IVD and was found to be small for all Pfirrmann

grades 1–4: CV = 0.1, 0.8, 3.6 and 3.6%. The Gaussian

peak separation (Dl) was plotted as a function of Pfirrmann

grade for both T2W-images and T2-maps. Furthermore, the

mean IVD signal intensity (mean SI) and the mean IVD T2

relaxation time (mean T2) were plotted against Pfirrmann

grade. For comparison, Dl was also plotted against mean

SI and mean T2.

Statistical analysis

Mann–Whitney U test was performed to examine statistical

significance between histogram features and Pfirrmann

grade. Additionally, the correlation between Dl and mean

T2, as well as Dl and the mean SI, was tested for signif-

icance. Statistical significance was defined as P\ 0.05. All

values are given as mean ± one standard deviation, if not

otherwise stated.

Results

Histogram distribution

For well-hydrated IVDs, the histogram distribution dis-

played two well separated peaks; one from the low signal

intensity in annulus fibrosus (AF), and one from the high

signal intensity in nucleus pulposus (NP). Histograms of

degenerated IVDs displayed reduced distance between the

two peaks, reflecting reduced distinction between AF and

NP. This was displayed by increased number of pixels with
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intermediate grey scale values and decreased peak sepa-

ration (Fig. 2).

Correlation between histogram features

and Pfirrmann grade

Both the T2W-images and T2-maps displayed similar

histogram features (Fig. 3). The peak separation of the

Gaussian distributions (Dl) was shown to correlate

strongly with Pfirrmann grade (P\ 0.02; Table 1) where a

decreased separation was observed with increased Pfir-

rmann grade. Similarly, the mean IVD signal intensity

(mean SI) and mean IVD T2 relaxation time (mean T2)

decreased with increased Pfirrmann grade (P\ 0.01).

Besides this general behaviour, some IVDs displayed his-

togram topology that notably deviated from the rest of the

group (Fig. 4).

Correlation between different histogram features

Dl correlated linearly with mean SI in the T2W images

(R = 0.90, P\ 0.01) and mean T2 in the T2-maps (Fig. 5:

R = 0.97, P\ 0.01). As it has previously been shown that

T2 correlate with IVD degeneration [14, 16, 17], these

findings further emphasize the correlation between Dl and

IVD degeneration.

Table 1 Histogram features and its values for IVDs of Pfirrmann grade 1–4

Pfirrmann grade (Pf) and Group size (n)
Pf=1, n=3 Pf=2, n=24 Pf=3, n=12 Pf=4, n=10

Δμ (pixel intensity) 161 ±29 141 ±20 74 ±29 43 ±12
Δμ [ms] 116 ±7 83 ±19 38 ±15 24 ±8
Mean pixel intensity 193 ±11 154 ±23 96 ±19 63 ±10
Mean T2 [ms] 117 ±13 89 ±18 52 ±10 38 ±6

P = 0.000*       P= 0.000*
P = 0.000*       P= 0.000*

P = 0.004*       P= 0.011*
P = 0.000*       P= 0.001*

P = 0.000*       P= 0.000*
P = 0.000*       P= 0.000*

Pfirrmann group 1 was not tested for significance due to small group size (n = 3). * indicate significance

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the workflow for retrieving his-

togram features. ROIs were placed on three mid-sagittal T1W-images

which subsequently were transferred and rescaled to match T2W-

images and T2-maps. The separation between high and low grey scale

values, Dl, was retrieved from analysis of histograms reflecting

image data
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Discussion

In the pursuit of finding a tool for objective and continuous

classification of IVD degeneration, this study investigated

IVD grey scale distributions, i.e., histograms. It was shown

that the decoding of the IVD heterogeneity with histogram

analysis is feasible not only for T2-mapping, but also for

conventional T2W-imaging. This is advantageous as con-

ventional T2W MR images, compared to T2-maps, are

frequently used in a clinical setting. Moreover, they offer

reduced acquisition time while still maintaining the ability

to convert qualitative data into quantitative data. It should

be noted that T2W-imaging is sensitive to the choice of

parameters for signal amplification. Consequently, only

Fig. 2 Typical histograms for a T2W-images and b T2-maps of discs with different grade of degeneration measured in terms of Pfirrmann

grading

Fig. 3 Pfirrmann grade versus

a Dl based on T2W-images,

b Dl based on T2-maps, c mean

disc pixel intensity based on

T2W-images and d mean disc

T2 relaxation time based on T2-

maps. The length of a whisker

represents ± one standard

deviation from the mean

denoted in parenthesis. Each

marker represents one

intervertebral disc
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when all T2W-images are acquired using the same ampli-

fication settings in the MRI, as done in this study, the pixel

values across all T2W-images can be compared.

Despite the fact that patients suffering from LBP to some

extent have degenerative IVDs, conventional IVD degen-

eration measurements (Pfirrmann grading) alone cannot

identify patients with lumbar pain. In contrast to Pfirrmann

grading, which is a coarse and to some extent subjective

marker of degeneration as it is based on visual interpretation

[9], histogram analysis have the potential to objectively

depict differences in the IVDs, not only between different

grades, but also within single grades. Histogram analysis

may thus produce sensitive IVD histogram features, which

can be used for detection of early IVD degeneration, as well

as a potential tool to evaluate early therapy response. In

addition, IVD degeneration has been shown to correlate to

Oswestry Disability Index [18], possibly enabling histogram

features to indicate patient disability.

All investigated histogram features presented in this

study correlated well with Pfirrmann grade. Compared to

other studies, similar T2-values of the IVDs were retrieved

[14, 16, 19]. Histogram analysis of IVDs of different

Pfirrmann grades generated a wide and continuous range of

Dl which shows that histogram analysis might be a suit-

able tool to be used for objective and continuous IVD

degeneration classification. Histograms of non-degenerated

IVDs based on T2W-images or T2-maps data should dis-

play two well separated peaks, one from AF and one from

NP. In the process of IVD degeneration, an increased

number of AF fissures are developed that may result in

leakage of NP into the AF [20, 21]. Hypothetically, such

leakage could be characterized by a region of high signal

intensity in the otherwise low signal AF. One example of

such high signal intensity in the IVD are High Intensity

Zones (HIZ) which represents annular fissures [22].

Hypothetically, due to the common sub-voxel size of

annulus fissures, only a minority of these fissures are fully

visualized in MR images. Therefore, a detailed analysis

and clear visualization of HIZ may be hampered by limited

spatial resolution often restricted by the MRI slice thick-

ness width. This might be a reason to the inconclusive

research where some studies show HIZ being closely

related to pain [23, 24], and other studies do not [25, 26].

Nonetheless, the ‘‘invisible’’ fissures and loss of water and

collagen concentration in the NP may be identified by

histogram analysis as an increase of intermediate histogram

Fig. 4 Example of vastly

different histogram topology for

discs all graded Pfirrmann 3.

Histograms are based on IVD

pixel values in a T2W-images

and b T2-maps

Fig. 5 Gaussian peak separation, Dl, plotted as a function of a mean IVD signal intensity, and b mean IVD T2 relaxation time
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values and a decrease in Gaussian peak separation, Dl,
reflecting the tissue mixture in the voxel volume.

Histogram analysis revealed that histograms of some

IVD grey scale distributions within the same Pfirrmann

group exhibit vastly different histogram topology. One

hypothesis to this phenomenon is that some IVDs may

have a wide dorsal annular rift, visible as a clear HIZ, while

other IVDs may have multiple smaller fissures generating

more intermediate voxel values. Hence, histogram analysis

may possibly generate objective features that are able to

indicate differences in IVDs that macroscopically seem

comparable, but at disc level differs between symptomatic

and asymptomatic IVDs. Although fissures and HIZ have

been associated with an ingrowth of nerve endings and

granulation tissue, which is a prerequisite to cause pain

[15], it is today not established how the distribution of

fissures are related to LBP. With the use of quantitative

IVD histogram features, extended investigations of the

development of fissures within both clinical settings as well

as in research can be performed.

This study would have benefitted from including more

individuals with IVDs of Pfirrmann grade 1 and 5, to sta-

tistically determine correlation between histogram features

and IVD degeneration in terms of Pfirrmann grade. How-

ever, as IVDs of Pfirrmann grade 1 are non-degenerated

and IVDs of Pfirrmann grade 5 are extensively degenerated

and almost fused, these groups are of less interest regarding

interventional measures. Another limitation of this study is

that the IVD evaluation covered only a mid-sagittal IVD

width of about one centimetre. An evaluation covering a

larger IVD volume, without increasing the image slice

thickness, could potentially more accurately describe the

regional heterogeneity also in lateral regions. It is known

that the spine is a dynamic structure which is influenced by

axial load or recumbency [27, 28]. As all imaging was done

with the patients in a supine position without axial load, the

IVD morphological state might have deviated from upright

standing conditions. Future studies are warranted to

examine the loading effect.

Quantification of unique regional patterns in MR ima-

ges, such as histogram patterns, is emerging for pheno-

typing of different tissues. By integrating histogram

analysis with automatic techniques for image analysis, e.g.

machine learning [29], image data can be effectively

extracted in a more clinically feasible way.

Development of a fully automatic segmentation algo-

rithm should be considered as it could reduce variations in

the location and size of the ROI and ultimately reduce the

spread of calculated data. As only patients with chronic

LBP were studied, it is currently unknown if IVD his-

togram analysis between an asymptomatic and symp-

tomatic group would differ. Studies in which IVD

histogram features of asymptomatic and symptomatic

individuals are compared are warranted. Such studies

might indicate whether histogram features can improve

patient management and indicate LBP.

Conclusion

This study shows that decoding of the IVD heterogeneity

with histogram analysis is feasible not only for T2-map-

ping, but also for conventional T2W-imaging. Histogram

features correlated well with IVD degeneration, determined

with Pfirrmann grading, suggesting that IVD histogram

analysis is a suitable tool for objective and continuous IVD

degeneration classification. Moreover, as histogram anal-

ysis reveals the IVD heterogeneity, it may be a clinical tool

for characterization of regional degeneration effects on

IVD structures.
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